Eckernförde, September 14, 2017

Strategic Duty Free alliance forms by Pallini Limoncello and Behn DANZKA
The family-owned and operated companies Pallini Limoncello and Behn DANZKA have moved one giant
step forward to prepare for their future travel retail business by establishing an alliance. This alliance –
named Family Brands Alliance - will enforce the companies to thrive in the changing travel retail world.
All two companies individually have their own long history of craft, loyalty, and service with their
premium spirits brands going back more than a century. However, globalization and consolidation
within the travel retail industry has become a challenge for middle-sized family-owned companies.
Today, there is a concentration of Duty Free operators, and retailers are asking for increased marketing
investment and competitive pricing. There is also strong demand for further logistical optimisation.
The strategic alliance will allow Behn and Pallini to answer these challenges by setting up a wellbalanced, diverse portfolio that will preserve the individuality of the star brands of each partner,
harmonize the strengths and weakness of all partners, facilitate the high service level of a family-owned
company on a global level, and optimise and increase manpower for sales and marketing.
Waldemar Behn GmbH CEO Rüdiger Behn says the alliance was the logical response to the travel retail
globalisation and consolidation.
“The globalisation and consolidation within the travel retail industries is a challenge for a middle-sized
family-owned company. That’s why we are inviting family-owned companies to join their forces with
ours by keeping the high service level we are known for as family- managed companies and stay still true
to our values of independence, uniqueness and craftsmanship our fans around the world honour us for.
When meeting with Micaela Pallini I knew from the very beginning we have found the right partner and
the successful path for the future of travel retail,” says Behn.
“When Rüdiger Behn approached me with regards to this alliance I quickly realised the potential for us
as a family-owned and run company. We share the same values, dreams and passion and the synergies
within this partnership which allows us to stay fully independent but serve the travel retail world on a
global level,” says Micaela Pallini.

The Family Brands Alliance will allow the companies to stay competitive while still being fully
independent by sharing logistic, sales, and marketing costs on a global base. They can continue thinking
globally, and will be able to act locally.
The worldwide implementation of the alliance is an ongoing process as some current contracts have to
be taken into consideration.

For further information, please contact:
Waldemar Behn GmbH / Philippe Biais / Export Director
Tel. + 49 4351 479 114 / E-Mail: biais@behn.de
About Pallini
The Pallini family has been making super premium liqueurs since 1875 when Nicola Pallini founded their
first shop and distillery in Antrodoco. In 1922, the business was moved to the heart of Rome, where it
built a strong reputation for exquisitely made spirits. In present day, the company is managed by the
fifth generation that is dedicated as ever to preserve the family tradition by bringing the freshest
possible flavours to their products with a combination of high quality ingredients, state of the art
processes and precise attention to detail. Today Pallini Limoncello is the N° 1 Limoncello brand in DF
&TR and the 4th Limoncello brand in worldwide domestic markets.

About Waldemar Behn GmbH
Behn is a leading family-owned company in the German spirit business founded in 1892 and managed by
the fourth generation. The main brands are DANZKA Vodka, Dooley's Original Toffee Cream Liqueur and
Kleiner Feigling. Behn is known for premium spirits based on a long heritage of distillation
craftsmanship. The newest creation is DANZKA THE SPIRIT. This superior premium vodka is ultimate
pure.
FIND OUT MORE …
 Visit the company website: www.pallini.com/en
 Visit the company website: www.behn.de/en

